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Dynamics of neutral and charged aerosol particles
Johannes Markus Leppä
University of Helsinki, 2012
Abstract
Atmospheric aerosol particles have two major effects on everyday life: firstly, they have various
climate effects and, secondly, they have adverse health effects. The particles affect climate
directly by scattering and absorbing solar radiation and indirectly by acting as cloud
condensation nuclei, CCN, with a net effect assumed to be a cooling one. Increase in CCN
number concentration may result in brighter and longer lasting clouds, which in turn would
increase the amount of radiation scattered back to space. Recent studies suggest that majority of
the atmospheric aerosol particles originate from the particle formation occurring via gas-toparticle conversion. However, the freshly-formed particles are not large enough to impact
neither health nor climate and they are most susceptible to removal by collisions with larger
pre-existing particles. Consequently, the knowledge of both the formation and the growth rate
of particles are crucially important when assessing the health and climate effects of atmospheric
new particle formation.
The purpose of this thesis is to increase our knowledge of the dynamics of neutral and charged
aerosol particles with a specific interest towards the particle growth rate and processes affecting
the aerosol charging state. A new model, Ion-UHMA, which simulates the dynamics of neutral
and charged particles, was developed for this purpose and it was shown to be capable of
reproducing new particle formation and growth events as observed in the measurements. Simple
analytical formulae that can be used to estimate the growth rate due to various processes were
derived, tested against the simulated data and used to study the effect of charged particles on the
growth rate of a particle population. It was found that the average growth rate of freshly-formed
particles could be significantly increased due to enhanced condensation onto charged particles.
Furthermore, the charged particles were found to increase the growth rate due to selfcoagulation and coagulation scavenging by a factor of 1.5–2.
Finally, recent data-analysis methods that have been applied to the aerosol charging states
obtained from the measurements were modified for a charge asymmetric framework. The
methods were then used on the data measured in Helsinki, Finland, and tested on the data
obtained from aerosol dynamics simulations. The methods were found to be able to provide
reasonable estimates on the growth rate and proportion of particles formed via ion-induced
nucleation, provided that the growth rate is high enough and that the charged particles do not
grow much more rapidly than the neutral ones. A simple procedure for estimating whether the
methods are suitable for analysing data obtained in specific conditions was provided.
In this thesis, the dynamics of neutral and charged aerosol particles were studied in detail.
Combined with the current field and chamber measurements of neutral and charged particles,
the analytical tools provided here can be used to study the atmospheric new particle formation
and growth more comprehensively and, eventually, to decrease the uncertainty related to
climate effects of aerosol particles.
Keywords: atmospheric aerosols, aerosol dynamics, charged particles, modelling of aerosols
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Introduction

An aerosol is defined as solid or liquid particles suspended in a gas. In the case of
atmospheric aerosols, the gas is usually just common air and the word “aerosol” is used
loosely as a reference to aerosol particles. The size of the atmospheric particles varies
from only a few nanometres up to hundreds of micrometres. Particles of different sizes
behave very differently in many ways, so it is useful to divide the particles into
subgroups according to their size. In this thesis, the particles are divided into the
following size groups according to their diameter: nucleation mode (< 20 nm), Aitken
mode (20–100 nm), accumulation mode (0.1–1 µm) and coarse mode (> 1 µm). The
particles belonging to the same mode have roughly the same characteristics, though, in
some cases, there can be considerable variation even within a mode. The particles with
diameter < 1 µm are often referred to as fine particles, though the threshold may vary
and a limit of 10 µm is commonly used in legislation.
The main processes affecting aerosol particles in the atmosphere are the new particle
formation from gaseous precursors, growth by condensation of vapours onto particle
surface, coagulation and, finally, removal of particles by wet and dry deposition,
including gravitational settling (Figure 1). The coagulation rate is the highest between
a small particle that moves rapidly and a large particle that has a large surface area. As
a result, the nucleation and Aitken mode particles need to grow rapidly to larger sizes,
or they are removed by coagulation scavenging. The coagulation scavenging is not
very efficient for accumulation mode particles and their life time is much longer than
that of the smaller ones, thus the name “accumulation mode”. The fine particles follow
the movement of the air closely, while the coarse particles have more inertia. Thus, the
coarse particles are removed more efficiently by gravitational settling than the fine
ones.
The origin of particulate matter can be used to divide aerosols into two categories:
primary aerosols are emitted into the atmosphere directly as particles and secondary
aerosols are formed in the atmosphere via gas-to-particle conversion. Examples of
primary sources are sea spray aerosol from oceans (de Leeuw et al., 2011; Jaeglé et al.,
2011), dust from deserts (Huneeus et al., 2011), biological particles from vegetation
(Després et al., 2012) and soot particles from incomplete combustion (Gaffney and
Marley, 2009). Atmospheric nucleation is a secondary source that increases the particle
number concentration. Examples of secondary sources increasing the total volume
concentration of aerosol particles are condensation of sulphuric acid and low-volatile
organic vapours onto particles, aqueous-phase sulphate production in cloud droplets
(Goto et al., 2011) or wet aerosols particles (Sievering et al., 1992) and heterogeneous
production of secondary organic matter in aerosols or clouds (Zhang and Wexler,
2002; Sorooshian et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012). Furthermore, the parti-
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Figure 1. A schematic picture of the processes relevant to this work. Here
recombination includes both ion-ion recombination and recombination between
oppositely-charged nucleation mode particles, which is also one form of selfcoagulation.

cles can originate from biogenic or anthropogenic sources, i.e. from human activities.
The composition of the particles depends on their origin, especially with the primary
particles, but also on compounds attaching to the particles. Both the size distribution
and composition of the particles vary in time and between different locations (Raes et
al., 2000; Pöschl, 2005; Jimenez et al., 2009; Asmi et al., 2011).
Atmospheric aerosol particles have various effects on everyday life. Aerosol particles
can enter the human body through respiration and cause adverse health effects
depending on their composition (Seaton et al., 1995; Anderson, 2009; Gurjar et al.,
2010). The size of the particles affects the total deposition efficiency in the respiratory
tract and also which region of the tract the particles are most likely to be deposited on
(Heyder et al., 1986). Globally, 8 % of lung cancer deaths, 5 % of cardiopulmonary
deaths and ~3 % of respiratory infection deaths were associated with fine particulate
matter in 2004, with the total number of deaths attributable to urban air pollution being
~1.15 million (WHO, 2004). The susceptibility to adverse health effects associated
with the air pollution varies across subpopulations with infants, elderly and people
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suffering from respiratory, cardiovascular and other diseases being most at risk (Peled,
2011). In polluted areas, the particles can also significantly reduce the visibility (Hand
and Malm, 2007). In the extreme conditions, the aerosol particles can have quite
dramatic effects, like disrupting aviation in the case of a volcano eruption (Langmann
et al., 2012).
Aerosol particles affect the climate directly by scattering and absorbing the solar
radiation and indirectly by affecting the properties of clouds (Seinfeld and Pandis,
1998). The scattering of solar radiation has a cooling effect on the climate, since less
radiation reaches Earth’s surface, whereas the absorption of the solar radiation results
in warming of the climate, since the radiation is captured into the atmosphere.
Depending on their composition, aerosol particles with diameter larger than ~30–100
nm may act as cloud condensation nuclei, CCN, and thus affect the cloud properties.
The increase in CCN concentration results in an increase of the number concentration
of cloud droplets, which in turn may result to a decrease in average size of the droplets,
provided that the total volume concentration of water does not change. The increase in
droplet concentration may increase the albedo of thin to moderately thick clouds while
the albedo of sufficiently thick clouds may be decreased (Twomey, 1977).
Furthermore, the increase in droplet concentration may inhibit precipitation and, thus,
increase the lifetime of the cloud (Albrecht, 1989). The increased cloudiness and
brighter clouds decrease the amount of solar radiation that reaches the Earth’s surface
and thus cools the climate. The magnitude of the climate effect of aerosols has a large
uncertainty (Forster et al., 2007), however, and a lot of effort has lately been put on
decreasing these uncertainties (Kulmala et al., 2011).
Recent studies suggest that majority of the atmospheric aerosol particles are formed via
gas-to-particle conversion (Spracklen et al., 2006; Kulmala and Kerminen, 2008; Yu et
al., 2010; Makkonen et al., 2012). Whether the freshly-formed particles reach the sizes
in which they can act as CCN depends on competing processes of growth to larger
sizes and coagulation scavenging to larger pre-existing particles (Weber et al., 1997;
Kerminen et al., 2001; Kerminen and Kulmala 2002). The growth rate of the nucleation
mode particles is of specific interest in this regard, since these particles are most
susceptible for coagulation scavenging. A similar competition occurs also between the
growth to larger sizes and removal by dry deposition, but the coagulation scavenging is
typically much more important removal process for the nucleation and Aitken mode
particles than the dry deposition (Kerminen et al., 2004; Pierce and Adams, 2007). The
proportion of CCN originating from atmospheric new particle formation is estimated to
be up to around 30–70 % (Spracklen et al., 2008; Merikanto et al., 2009).
Observed correlation between the Earth’s cloud cover and the magnitude of the flux of
galactic cosmic rays, GCR (Svensmark and Friis-Christensen, 1997), has led to studies
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exploring the physical connection between the atmospheric ionization and cloudiness,
though more recent studies suggest that the correlation may not be robust over long
time periods (Agee et al., 2012). One of the physical explanations for this phenomenon
is the following: Since GCR is a major source of atmospheric ionization, an increase in
GCR results to increased concentration of small ions. The increase in the concentration
of small ions may increase the number of particles formed via ion-induced nucleation,
IIN, which in turn results in increased number of CCN (Carslaw et al., 2002; Kirkby,
2007). How strongly the cloudiness is modulated by GCR depends, among many other
things, on the proportion of IIN of the total formation of secondary aerosol particles.
While most of the field measurements indicate that majority of these particles are
formed electrically neutral (Laakso et al., 2007a; Gagné et al., 2008, 2010; Manninen
et al., 2010), there are also studies suggesting that the new particle formation is
dominated by processes involving one or more electric charges (Yu and Turco, 2008;
Yu et al., 2010).
This thesis aims to increase our understanding of the role of charged particles and
electric interactions with respect to aerosol dynamics. The main goals are to develop an
aerosol dynamics model that simulates neutral and charged particles as well as derive
equations governing the behaviour of aerosol charging state in conditions in which the
concentrations of negative and positive small ions are not the same, i.e. they are
asymmetric. As an application of these advances, the methods that have previously
been used to analyse aerosol charging state with the assumption of symmetric small ion
concentrations (Kerminen et al., 2007; Iida et al., 2008) are developed to cover also
conditions in which the small ion concentrations are asymmetric. Furthermore, the
applicability of these methods is tested by using them on the data obtained using the
newly-developed model. More specifically, the objective of this work has been to
answer the following questions:
• What is the role of different processes in the growth of a particle population and
how is the growth affected when some of the particles are charged?
• Can we reproduce the time evolution of the charged and neutral particles as
observed in the field measurements by using an aerosol dynamics model?
• How does the aerosol charging state behave as a function of particle diameter
when the concentrations of the negative and positive small ions are not the same?
• Under which conditions can we determine the growth rate and fraction of
particles formed carrying a charge by analysing measured values of the aerosol
charging state?
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2

Dynamics of neutral and charged particles

2.1

Air ions and electrically charged particles

The atmosphere is constantly ionized through cosmic radiation with the ion-pair
production rate varying from ~2 cm−3 s−1 near the Earth’s surface to ~50 cm−3 s−1 in the
stratosphere (e.g. Harrison and Carslaw, 2003; Harrison and Tammet, 2008). Over the
land areas, additional ionization is caused by alpha radiation from radon decay and
gamma rays emitted from soil and rock with the ion-pair production rates of ~3 and ~4
cm−3 s−1, respectively. Furthermore, there are local sources of ionization, like power
lines (Eisele, 1989), but their contribution to total ionization of the atmosphere is small.
The radiation typically ionizes an oxygen or a nitrogen molecule, since they are the
most abundant molecules in the air. After a chain of chemical interactions, the negative
and positive charges are transferred to compounds with the highest and the lowest
proton affinities, respectively, depending on the available trace gases (e.g. Harrison
and Tammet, 2008). During measurements conducted in a boreal forest, the negative
small ions were observed to be dominated by sulphuric acid and its clusters, whereas
most distinct peaks observed in the positive mass spectra were associated with n-alkyl
pyridines and quinolines (Ehn et al., 2010a).
The concentration of small ions depends on the ionization rate and the sink of ions.
Ions are removed by collisions with surfaces, by attaching to aerosol particles and by
recombining with each other. The definitions related to the attachment and
recombination processes that are used in this thesis are summarized in the
nomenclature. Additional losses of small ions may occur, if a new particle is formed
around a small ion which subsequently grows to larger sizes. The balance equation of
small ions can then be written as

dN C±
= Q − R ± N C± − αN C± N Cm ,
dt

(2.1)

where NC±, Q, and α are the concentration of small (negative or positive) ions, ion-pair
production rate and ion-ion recombination coefficient, respectively. Here R± is the net
removal rate of small ions due to various processes including ion-aerosol attachment,
deposition and growth to larger sizes.
Neutral particles are charged and charged particles are neutralized by ion-aerosol
attachment. Neutralization is a more rapid process than charging due to attractive
interactions between opposite charges. The collision rate of a neutral particle to a small
ion is larger than the corresponding collision rate to a neutral cluster of a similar size
because of the mirror-charging effect (Figure 2). For two similarly-charged particles or
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ions, the Coulomb force is repulsive. Now, when two similarly-charged particles are
moving towards each other, the repulsive force slows down the particles and at some
point the particles start to move apart. However, if the sum of the radii of the particles
is greater than the stopping distance, then the particles can merge to form a particle that
has the combined charge of the original particles. With this procedure, large enough
particles can get multiply-charged. In atmospheric conditions, it is safe to assume that
nucleation mode particles (dp < 20 nm) are singly-charged (Hoppel and Frick, 1986).

Figure 2. Left panel: Coagulation coefficients as a function of the diameter of one
of the coagulating particles, dp,1. The diameter of the other particle, dp,2, is 1.8 nm,
150 nm or the same as dp,1, which is denoted by dashed line, dots or solid line,
respectively. The colours indicate whether the coagulating particles are similarlycharged (blue), both neutral (magenta), one charged and the other neutral (red) or
oppositely-charged (black). Right panel: Attachment and recombination
coefficients of small ions to neutral and oppositely-charged particles, respectively.
The difference between the coefficients corresponding to negative and positive
small ions, denoted by blue and red lines, respectively, is caused by the different
mobilities of the negative and positive small ions.
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According to various field measurements, the concentrations of negative and positive
small ions can differ by up to a factor of two (Hirsikko et al., 2011). Most ion sources
produce the same amount of negative and positive ions, so the difference in
concentrations is most probably caused by differences in the sinks of negative and
positive ions. In some of the measurements, the average mobility of negative small
ions has been observed to be larger than that of positive ones, which is due to the
negative ions being smaller than the positive ones. The size difference, in turn, is due
to different compositions of negative and positive small ions. A higher mobility results
in a higher collision rate to larger particles and surfaces, which in turn results in
smaller concentrations. This can be demonstrated by writing Eq. (2.1) in a steady state
(dNC±/dt = 0) separately for negative and positive small ions and assuming that R±
consists only of ion-aerosol attachment:
−
0 = Q − β eff
N tot N C− − αN C− N C+

(2.2)

and
+
0 = Q − β eff
N tot N C+ − αN C− N C+ .

(2.3)

Here Ntot is the total particle concentration and βeff± is the effective ion-aerosol
attachment coefficient for polydisperse aerosol particles. Let us assume that the
attachment coefficient, βeff±, is linearly dependent on the electrical mobility of the small
ion, Z±, but it is independent of other properties of the ion (Fuchs, 1964; Hõrrak et al.,
1998, 2008). Consequently, by combining Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), we get Z−NC− = Z+NC+,
in other words, if the mobility of negative small ions is larger than that of the positive
ones, then the concentration of negative small ions will be smaller than that of positive
ones. Other possible sources of imbalance between the negative and positive small ion
concentrations are, for example, the transfer of ions by atmospheric electric field
(Israël, 1970) and electric mechanism of dry deposition, (Tammet et al., 2001). The
latter process results in an imbalance between the ion concentrations, since the electric
deposition increases the removal of ions of only one polarity.
2.2

Formation of secondary particles in the atmosphere

Freshly-formed particles consist of multiple molecules and have a diameter of
approximately 1–2 nm (Kulmala et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2012). According to
classical nucleation theory there is a threshold diameter that defines the size of the
freshly-formed particle (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). Clusters smaller than the threshold
will more probably shrink through evaporation rather than grow through condensation
whereas the opposite holds for particles larger than the threshold size. In homogeneous
nucleation particles are formed directly by molecules colliding with each other and
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sticking together. In heterogeneous nucleation the particle forms on a pre-existing
surface or around a pre-existing core, which can be for example a large molecule or a
cluster of molecules. The heterogeneous nucleation is energetically favourable over the
homogeneous one, as the energy needed to produce the surface of the particle is
smaller (e.g. Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998).
Sulphuric acid has been recognized as one of the key compounds in atmospheric new
particle formation (Weber et al., 1996; Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007; Kuang
et al., 2008; Sipilä et al., 2010; Kerminen et al., 2010). However, the binary nucleation
of sulphuric acid and water is not able to explain the nucleation observed in the lower
troposphere and an additional stabilizing agent is needed (e.g. Weber et al., 2001). Two
mechanisms suggested to occur via more stable clusters are ion-induced nucleation,
IIN, (e.g. Lovejoy et al., 2004) and ternary sulphuric acid-water-ammonia nucleation
(e.g. Korhonen et al., 1999). Recently, it has been observed that amines are much more
effective than ammonia in enhancing both neutral and ion-induced sulphuric acid-water
nucleation in the atmosphere (Kurtén et al., 2008; Loukonen et al., 2010; Ortega et al.,
2012; Paasonen et al., 2012). A stable cluster may also act as a pre-nucleation embryo
around which a new particle is formed in heterogeneous nucleation (Hoppel et al.,
1994; Kulmala et al., 2004b; Kulmala et al., 2006). In laboratory conditions, a lower
supersaturation was observed to be needed for heterogeneous nucleation of charged
particles than for that of neutral ones (Winkler et al., 2008).
For particle formation involving more than one compound, it is possible for a certain
cluster to be sub-critical for one compound, but being able to grow via another
compound (e.g. Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). In the case of the two-component system,
for example, the particle may grow via one compound to a size that is super-critical for
the other. In other words, the energy barrier is not surpassed, but rather gotten around.
Furthermore, the new particle formation does not necessarily occur via a nucleation
process, in which an energy barrier has to be surpassed. Instead, the formation can
occur without an energy barrier, in which case the cluster grows by a kinetic rate
(McMurry and Friedlander, 1979).
Various new particle formation processes can be divided into two categories: the
neutral ones and those involving one or more electric charges. In this thesis, the latter
is referred to as ion-induced nucleation (IIN), regardless of whether the formation has
occurred via nucleation or some other process. This should not be mixed with ionmediated nucleation, which in principle includes the ion-induced nucleation and
formation of neutral particles through recombination of oppositely-charged small ions
(Arnold, 1980).
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2.3

Growth of aerosol particles

2.3.1

Definition of growth

The principle of growth is simple: if we have a quantity that somehow describes the
size of a particular system, then increase in that quantity describes the growth of that
system. However, the practice is not always as straightforward in aerosol physics, as
discussed in Paper I of this thesis.
In the case of a single particle, the particle diameter is often used to describe the size of
the particle. The problem in this approach is that the particles, especially very small
ones, are usually not spherical, in which case the geometric diameter is ambiguous.
The diameter can be defined according to mass or mobility of the particle, but these
diameters are different to each other, especially in nanometre-sizes (de la Mora et al.,
2005; Ehn et al., 2011; Larriba et al., 2011). In this thesis, the aerosol particles are
assumed to be spherical and thus their geometric diameter is well defined. By growth
of a single particle we mean the increase of the diameter of that particle. The particle
diameter increases due to condensation of vapour molecules onto the particle surface,
which is the only process participating in the growth of a single particle in this
approach. The condensational growth proceeds in steps as the molecules are added one
by one, but for large enough particles this can be considered as a continuous process
occurring at the rate of the average molecular flux.
In the case of a particle population, we need to define the population and to specify the
diameter that we use to describe the size of the particles in the population. The rate by
which the population shifts to larger sizes is then described by the increase in that
diameter. A typical approach is to assume that the particle number size distribution has
an approximately log-normal shape and use the geometric mean of the mode to
describe the size of the particles in the population (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998).
However, the particle population does not necessarily have a log-normal shape,
especially if the population is freshly-formed and has not yet had time to obtain the
log-normal shape. In such cases, it is more meaningful to define the diameter in a way
that it is not related to the shape of the number size distribution. In this thesis, the count
mean diameter is used (Paper I). For a discrete representation of a particle size
distribution, the count mean diameter, dp†, is defined as

∑
=
∑
n

d

†
p

i =1
n

i
N tot
d pi

Ni
i =1 tot

,

(2.4)

where dpi and Ntoti are the diameter and number concentration of particles in section i,
and the particle population is assumed to be covered by sections from 1 to n.
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All the particles in a population grow due to condensation, but the condensational
growth rate, GRcond, is typically not the same for all of the particles. Nevertheless, a
single value of GRcond can be assigned for the population as an increase rate of the
diameter describing that population. The average size of the particles in a population
increases also due to the coagulation processes. In self-coagulation (i.e. coagulation of
particles in the population with each other), the number concentration of the particles
decreases, but the average diameter of the particles in the population increases. In
coagulation scavenging (i.e. coagulation of particles in the population with pre-existing
larger particles), the particles are removed from the population by a diameter
dependent rate with the smallest particles most susceptible for removal. In both
processes, the diameter used to describe the population increases. However, in the case
of the coagulation scavenging, the growth is only apparent, as none of the particles in
the population get any larger.
2.3.2

Growth due to condensation

Under most atmospheric conditions, aerosol particles grow mainly due to condensation
of vapours onto particle surfaces (Kerminen and Wexler, 1995; Kulmala et al., 2004b).
Depending on the size of the particle, the analytical approach to the condensation
process varies (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). In the free molecular or kinetic regime,
particles are close to the size of the condensing molecules and they travel a relatively
long distance between consecutive collisions to vapour molecules. In the continuum
regime, the particles are multiple orders of magnitudes larger than the surrounding
molecules and collisions between the particles and molecules occur constantly. In other
words, the particles see their environment as a continuum, rather than separate
collisions. Between the kinetic and continuum regime there is a transition regime, in
which the analytical approaches to the two other regimes have to be matched. In this
section, the condensation is considered in the case of a single component system.
In the kinetic regime, the molecular flux onto a particle of diameter dp is traditionally
given as (e.g. Seinfeld and Pandis 1998):

J k1 =

π
4

d p2ν vγ (c∞ − cs ) ,

(2.5)

where subscript “p” and “v” refer to particle and vapour molecule, respectively, v is the
mean thermal speed, c∞ and cs are the number concentration of condensing molecules
far away from the particle and the saturation vapour concentration at the particle
surface, respectively, and γ is the molecular accommodation coefficient. The time
derivative of the particle volume is then dVp/dt = Jk1Vm, where Vm is the volume of the
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condensing vapour molecule. The growth rate of a particle diameter due to
condensation is then

1
GR cond, k1 = Vmν vγ (c∞ − cs ) .
2

(2.6)

In these conditions the growth rate depends on the particle diameter only through the
Kelvin effect, which affects the value of cs. The Kelvin effect is caused by the
curvature of the surface of a spherical particle and the principle of this phenomenon is
the following. The molecules are bound to a liquid phase via interactions with
surrounding molecules. Now, as the curvature of the surface increases, the number of
surrounding molecules decreases for molecules at the surface and, consequently, the
binding energy of the molecules at the surface decreases. In other words, the molecules
at the surface of a small particle evaporate more easily than those on the surface of a
large particle and a higher supersaturation is needed for the small particle to grow. The
Kelvin effect is described quantitatively by the Kelvin equation, which for the
saturation concentration can be written as (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998)

 4σVm, l 
.
cs = cs0 exp
 kTd 
p



(2.7)

Here cs0, Vm,l, k, T and σ are the saturation concentration over a flat surface, volume of
the condensing molecule in the liquid phase, Boltzmann constant, temperature and
surface tension of the condensing compound, respectively. For a non-volatile vapour,
cs is negligible, and the growth rate is constant as a function of diameter.
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) hold in the kinetic regime when assuming that the size of the
molecule is negligible compared to that of the particle and that the thermal speed of the
particle is negligible compared to that of the molecule. The precision of these
assumptions decreases with decreasing particle size and a correction is needed for
particles smaller than ~10 nm. The corrected flux can be written as (Lehtinen and
Kulmala, 2003; Nieminen et al., 2010)

J k2 =

π

(d
4

2
p

)

+ d v2 ν p2 + ν v2 γ (c∞ − cs )

(2.8)

and the growth rate due to condensation with the corrected flux is then
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GR cond, k2

2
1   d v   2
= Vm 1 +
ν p + ν v2 γ (c∞ − cs ) .




2
d
  p 

(2.9)

As a result, in the case of a non-volatile vapour, the growth rate decreases as a function
of diameter until it approaches a constant value when the ratio dv/dp approaches zero.
The diameter range of the approximately constant growth rate described above is quite
narrow, since the continuum effects start to be important already in sizes below 100
nm. The continuum effects can be taken into account by using a correction factor η, in
which case the flux, Jt, can be written as (Nieminen et al., 2010)

J t = ηJ k 2 =

8(Dp + Dv )χ

(d

2
2
p + dv ) ν p +ν v

Jk2 ,

(2.10)

where D is the diffusivity in the air. Here χ is the Fuchs-Sutugin transition regime
correction factor (Fuchs and Sutugin, 1971)

χ=

1 + Kn
,
 4

4
2
1 + 
+ 0.337 Kn +
Kn
3γ m
 3γ m


(2.11)

where γm is the mass accommodation coefficient and Kn is the Knudsen number. Here
Jt is actually a generalized flux that describes not only the transition regime, but
particles of all sizes. For the very large particles, the flux given by Eq. (2.10)
approaches the flux in the continuum regime (e.g. Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998)

J c = 2π (d p + d v )(Dp + Dv )(c∞ − cs ) .

(2.12)

In the continuum regime, the growth rate calculated from the molar flux is the
following:

GR cond, c = 4Vm

dp + dv
d

2
p

(D

p

+ Dv )(c∞ − cs ) ≈ 4Vm

1
Dv (c∞ − cs ) .
dp

(2.13)

It then follows that, in the continuum regime, the growth rate decreases linearly as a
function of particle diameter.
The growth rates of particles smaller than 20 nm in diameter analyzed from the
ambient measurements typically show an increase in the condensational growth rate as
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a function of particle diameter (e.g., Hirsikko et al., 2005; Manninen et al., 2010; YliJuuti et al., 2011; Kuang et al., 2012). Such behaviour would not be expected, if the
growth would be caused mainly by sulphuric acid, in which case the growth rate
should occur according to Eq. (2.9). Sulphuric acid has been strongly correlated with
the formation of secondary particles (see Section 2.2), but the growth due to
condensation of sulphuric acid can explain only about a tenth of the observed growth
under majority of atmospheric conditions (e.g. Kuang et al., 2012). One possible
explanation for the observed increase in the growth rate as a function of particle
diameter is that additional low-volatile vapours begin contributing to the growth as the
particles get larger. Thus, the observed growth rate is not caused by any single
compound, but it is a sum of multiple compounds, which start to condense onto the
particle at different diameters. Alternatively, more volatile organic compounds may
participate in chemical reactions in the particle phase, which could restrict the
evaporation of those compounds (Monge et al., 2012; Riipinen et al., 2012). Lately, the
role of organics in the growth of secondary aerosol particles has been studied
extensively (Yu, 2011; Riipinen et al., 2011; Pierce et al., 2011; Donahue et al., 2011)
and it is likely that the observed growth is dominated by the organic species.
The growth rates due to condensation and coagulation processes in an example
simulation conducted using the Ion-UHMA model are shown in Figure 3. The
condensing vapours in this simulation were sulphuric acid, a non-volatile organic
vapour and a low-volatile organic vapour. In this case, the condensational growth is
mainly due to organic vapours with only a small amount due to sulphuric acid. Also,
the non-volatile organic vapour is able to condense onto the smallest particles, but the
low-volatile one condenses only to particles larger than ~3 nm in diameter. As a
consequence, the total growth rate due to condensation mainly increases as a function
of particle diameter up to the size of ~5 nm. In the sizes > ~5 nm in diameter, the value
of GRcond decreases, because the vapour concentrations were decreasing during that
time. This behaviour demonstrates the problem of separating the time and diameter
dependencies of the growth rate when analysing the growth rate from the evolution of a
particle number size distribution over a considerable time period.
Condensation of polar molecules may lead to increased condensational flux onto
charged particles due to the Coulomb force (Nadykto and Yu, 2003; Lushnikov and
Kulmala, 2004). A polar molecule can be described as a compound having a negative
and a positive charge set apart by a fixed distance. Now, when a polar molecule arrives
to the electric field of a charged particle, it will rotate until it is parallel to the field
lines. In this orientation, the end of the molecule that has the same charge as the
particle is further away from the particle than the end that has the charge opposite to
that of the particle. As the Coulomb force between two charges is inversely
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proportional to the square of the distance between the charges, the repulsion between
the particle and the similarly-charged end of the molecule is weaker than the attraction
between the particle and the oppositely-charged end of the molecule. Thus, as a net
effect, a charged particle attracts polar molecules and the strength of the attraction
depends on the polarity of the molecule and number of charges on the particle.

Figure 3. An example of particle diameter growth rates due to various processes as
a function of the diameter of the centre of the nucleation mode. The total growth
rate due to condensation, “Cond”, is a sum of the growth rates due to condensation
of sulphuric acid, “H2SO4”, a low-volatile organic compound, “ORG1”, and a nonvolatile organic compound, “ORG2”. The total growth rate, “Total”, is a sum of the
growth rates due to condensation, self-coagulation, “S-Coag”, and coagulation
scavenging, “C-Scav”. The growth rate calculated from the change rate of the
count mean diameter, “CMD”, begins from the diameter of the centre of the
nucleation mode at the moment the new particle formation ends.
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In this thesis, two different enhancement factors have been used to take the effect
described above into account (Figure 4). In Papers I, II and IV we have used the
enhancement factor according to Lushnikov and Kulmala (2004):

ξ LK (d p ) = 1 +

4e 2 r
4πε 0 kT (d p )2 ,
1

(2.14)

where e is the elementary charge (1.60×10−19 C), dp is the particle diameter in meters,
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity (8.85×10−12 F m−1), T is the temperature in Kelvin and k is
the Boltzmann constant (1.38×10−23 J K−1). Here r denotes the fixed distance between
the charges in a polar molecule. The value of r should be chosen according to the
condensing compound and the value of 0.125 nm was used in this thesis. In Paper IV,
we used also the enhancement factor according to Nadykto and Yu (2003):




 e z + e−z 1 
−  + aSA ε 0 E 2  / (3kT )
z
−z
z
e −e


ξ NY (d p ) = 1 +  2lSA E 


(2.15)

where

z=

lSA E
kT

(2.16)

and


1 1 
qe

E =  − ×
ε
  4πε (0.5(d + d ))2 
ε
p  
0
SA
p
 g


(2.17)

Here lSA is the dipole moment of sulphuric acid (9.47×10-30 C m), aSA is the
polarizability of sulphuric acid (6.2×10-30 m3), εg is the relative permittivity of vapour
(~1.00 for air), εp is the relative permittivity of the particle (~100 for bulk sulphuric
acid at temperature of 298 K), q is the number of charges in the particle and dSA is the
diameter of a sulphuric acid molecule. The distance between the charges in a sulphuric
acid molecule can be calculated according to rSA = lSA/e ≈ 0.059 nm, which suggests
that the value of r in Eq. (2.14) used in this thesis, 0.125 nm, is rather high. However,
the conclusions of this thesis would not change by using a smaller value of r.
The values of the two enhancement factors described above decrease with an
increasing particle size (Figure 4). In Paper I, it was found that the condensational
growth rate of a particle population at sizes < ~5 nm could be considerably higher, if
the charged particles grow much more rapidly than the neutral ones, given that a
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substantial proportion (≥ 10 %) of the particles are formed via ion-induced nucleation.
The magnitude of the increase in the growth rate at a given size depends on the value
of the enhancement factor and the fraction of charged particles at a given size. A higher
fraction of IIN results in a higher fraction of charged particles at the size in which the
particle formation occurs. Furthermore, with smaller concentrations of small ions, the
charged particles are neutralized less rapidly and the fraction of charged particles stays
higher in the sizes larger than the formation size.
In Paper IV, it was shown that if the condensational growth rate of charged particles is
higher than that of the neutral ones, the fraction of charged particles will be smaller
than in the case of the growth rate being independent of the charge of the particle. This
results from the higher loss rate of charged than neutral particles caused by the growth
to larger sizes. This phenomenon is important when interpreting measured
concentrations and especially so, if only concentrations of charged particles are
measured.

Figure 4. The growth enhancement factors that describe the enhanced condensation
onto charged particles compared to that onto the neutral ones. The blue and red
lines denote the enhancement factors according to Nadykto and Yu (2003) and
according to Lushnikov and Kulmala (2004), respectively, with the dashed line
denoting unity (i.e. no enhancement).
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2.3.3

Growth due to self-coagulation

Two slightly different processes can be defined as self-coagulation: the coagulation of
two particles having the same diameter or the coagulation of two particles belonging to
the same particle mode, i.e. intramodal coagulation. In this thesis, the latter definition
is used.
The coagulation is defined as collision and coalescence of two particles. From a single
particle point of view, two particles are lost and one new particle appears. From a
particle population point of view, the particle number concentration decreases, but the
average size of the particles increases, since the total volume of the particles does not
change. Thus, the diameter used to describe the particle population grows due to selfcoagulation.
In Paper I, an analytical expression for estimating the growth rate due to selfcoagulation was derived with the help of a simplifying assumption that the particle
number size distribution of the population can be described by a monodisperse
distribution. By assuming further that the particles are neutral or carry a single negative
or positive charge, that distribution is fully described by the diameter of the particles,
dp, and number concentrations of neutral, negative and positive particles, N0, N- and N+,
respectively. As the relation between the diameter and volume of a spherical particle is
trivial, the total volume concentration of the particles is readily calculated from the
number concentrations and diameter. Now, the total volume concentration does not
change in self-coagulation, in which case the decrease in number concentration results
in an increase in the diameter. The growth rate of the particle diameter due to selfcoagulation, GRscoag, can then be written as

GR scoag (d p ) =

dp
3N tot

[0.5(k (d )N
0,0

p

2
0

+ k − , − (d p )N −2 + k + , + (d p )N +2

+ k0, − (d p )N 0 N − + k0, + (d p )N 0 N + + k −, + (d p )N − N +

)

,

(2.18)

]

where kq1,q2 is the self-coagulation coefficient between particles with charges q1 and q2
and Ntot is the total number concentration of particles. Assuming that all the particles in
the population are neutral, Eq. (2.18) simplifies to

GR scoag (d p ) =

dp
k0, 0 (d p )N tot .
6

(2.19)

Equations (2.18) and (2.19) are exact only for a monodisperse distribution. However,
they can be used to estimate the growth rate due to self-coagulation even if the
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population consists of particles with varying sizes, but the accuracy of the estimation
decrease as the width of the size range of the particles increases.
The value of GRscoag in the example simulation is shown in Figure 3. In this case,
GRscoag is not a major component of the total growth rate. The value of GRscoag
increases with increasing particle size, which is a net effect of the following three
aspects: (1) linear increase of the value of GRscoag as a function of diameter, which is
explicitly written in Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19), (2) simultaneous decrease in the value of
Ntot and the growth to larger sizes and (3) changes in the self-coagulation coefficients
as a function of diameter (Figure 2).
In Paper I, it was shown that Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) can be used to determine the
growth rate due to self-coagulation of a nucleation mode in atmospherically relevant
conditions. Also, when charged particles were included in a simulation, the growth rate
due to self-coagulation was observed to increase on average by a factor of ~2 when
compared to corresponding simulations with only neutral particles. This is caused by
the larger values of coagulation coefficients when one of the coagulating particles is
charged or both particles are oppositely-charged compared to corresponding values in
the case of two neutral particles coagulating (Figure 2).
2.3.4

Growth due to coagulation scavenging

In the atmosphere, nucleation and Aitken mode particles are removed by coagulation
with pre-existing larger particles, which is denoted as coagulation scavenging. The
removal rate of the particles decreases with increasing particle diameter, i.e. the
smaller particles are removed more efficiently than the larger ones. As a result, the
average diameter of the particles in the mode increases due to coagulation scavenging,
but the growth is only apparent, as the particles do not actually get any larger.
Stolzenburg et al. (2005) studied the growth rate due to coagulation scavenging in the
case of a growing log-normal mode. However, the shape of a freshly-formed particle
mode, for which the coagulation scavenging is most efficient, is typically not lognormal, as the shape depends mainly on the profile of the new particle formation rate
as a function of time. In Paper I, a theory that applies for distributions of any shape
was developed. That theory is based on estimating the change rate of the count mean
diameter, dp†, defined in Eq. (2.4), due to coagulation scavenging. Using a discrete
representation of the particle number size distribution, the growth rate due to
coagulation scavenging is given by
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GR scav = d
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∑
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(2.20)

†

p

where Ntoti and CoagSi are the particle number concentration and coagulation sink of
particles in the size section i, and the growing mode is assumed to be covered by size
sections from 1 to n. The dagger (†) denotes the count mean value averaged over the
growing mode.
When deriving Eq. (2.20), the particle charges were not taken into account. However,
the coagulation sink depends on the diameter and charge of the particle, as well as on
the distribution of charges in the pre-existing larger particles. The mathematical
analysis that resulted in Eq. (2.20) can be performed also when the particles in each
size section are divided further into three charge classes, namely neutral, negativelycharged and positively-charged. In this case, the count mean values of the diameter,
dp‡, and coagulation sink, CoagS‡, are calculated as an average over the size sections
and charge classes using the number concentration in each size section and charge
class as the weighting parameter:
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Here the lower and upper indices denote the charge class and size section, respectively,
and the distribution of charges in the pre-existing larger particles are taken into account
when estimating the values of CoagSqi. With these definitions, the growth rate due to
coagulation scavenging is given by

GR scav = d p‡ × CoagS‡ − (d p × CoagS) .
‡

(2.23)

The difference between Eqs. (2.20) and (2.23) is that the count mean value in Eq.
(2.20) is calculated over the size sections, whereas the count mean value in Eq. (2.23)
is calculated over the size sections and charge classes. The number of charge classes
was limited to three in this analysis, which is not a good assumption in the case of the
pre-existing larger particles (Hoppel and Frick, 1986). However, the additional charge
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classes for the pre-existing larger particles would have only a minor effect on the
values of the coagulation sink for the following reasons: In the case of the coagulation
sink of the charged particles, both the attraction between oppositely-charged particles
and the repulsion between similarly-charged particles would be increased, but these
two phenomena would mostly cancel each other out. In the case of the neutral particles,
the coagulation sink would be increased due to the mirror-charge effect, but that effect
is not particularly strong (Figure 2).
In Paper I, it was shown that the apparent growth rate of a nucleation mode due to
coagulation scavenging was a factor of ~1.7 higher, on average, when charged particles
were included in the simulation than in the case of purely neutral simulation. However,
the magnitude of the growth rate due to coagulation scavenging was found to be very
dependent on the shape of the nucleation mode and on the average diameter of the
particles. A wider mode resulted in a higher growth rate. The effect of the particle size
was a bit more complicated, but the value of the growth rate due to coagulation
scavenging was typically highest when the average diameter of the mode was ~5 nm.
When the average diameter was much smaller than 5 nm, the mode was too narrow to
grow effectively by the coagulation scavenging. When the average diameter was much
larger than 5 nm, the relative difference in the particle sizes within the mode was not
large enough for the growth due to coagulation scavenging to be effective. This
phenomenon is observed also in the case of the example simulation shown in Figure 3.
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3

Aerosol dynamics model Ion-UHMA

Most of the work in this thesis is based on simulations of dynamics of neutral and
charged aerosol particles. For this purpose, a new model called Ion-UHMA (University
of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol model for neutral and charged particles) was
developed (Paper II). The model builds on the aerosol dynamics models UHMA
(Korhonen et al., 2004) and AEROION (Laakso et al., 2002). The Ion-UHMA solves
the time evolution of particle number and volume size distributions by simulating the
dynamics of neutral and electrically charged aerosol particles in atmospheric
conditions.
3.1

Size and charge distribution description

Ion-UHMA is a sectional box model. The upper and lower limits of the simulated
particle diameter range are specified by the user, but it is recommended to exclude
particles smaller than ~1.5 nm or larger than ~1000 nm, since the parameterizations
employed in the model might not hold for particles that small or large, respectively.
The particles in the model are divided into user specified number of size sections and
every size section is divided into three charge classes: neutral, negative and positive. In
order to reduce the computational burden, all the particles are at most singly-charged,
which is a good assumption for particles smaller than 20 nm in diameter (Hoppel and
Frick, 1986).
The sectional method used in Ion-UHMA is the fixed hybrid method (Jacobson and
Turco, 1995), in which the particles are divided into sections of fixed size according to
the volume of their core compounds. The division is done in a way that conserves the
particle number and volume concentrations. The radii of particles are then determined
by calculating the amount of noncore compounds, in this case assuming that the
particles reach equilibrium with ambient ammonia and water.
Besides the particle distribution described above, the model includes pools for negative
and positive small ions. The small ions represent molecular clusters or large molecules
that are smaller than the freshly-formed particles and such ions are constantly observed
in the measurements of charged particles. The electrical mobilities of the negative and
positive small ions used in this thesis were 1.60 and 1.40 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively,
which correspond to mobility diameters of ~1.16 and ~1.24 nm, respectively (Ehn et
al., 2011). These ions are allowed to attach to neutral and oppositely-charged particles
and to recombine with each other. The concentrations of small ions can be calculated
dynamically using the ion production rate as an input in the model and simulating the
sink of small ions or the small ion concentrations can be used as inputs in the model.
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3.2

Particle composition

The particles in the model are divided into the size sections based on the volume of
their core. The core compounds constitute of condensing and non-condensing vapours.
The condensing vapours are sulphuric acid and a few organic compounds, which
represent the variety of organic species present in the atmosphere. The non-condensing
compounds describe species like mineral dust and black carbon, which may, for
example, exist in the large particles in the beginning of the simulation, but which are
not allowed to condense onto or evaporate from the particles. The water and ammonia
contents are not included in the core of the particles, but their amount in the particles is
calculated assuming that the particles are in equilibrium with ambient ammonia and
water (Napari et al., 2002). The chemical composition of particles is traced
individually for each size section and charge class, but all the particles with the same
size and charge are assumed to have the same composition.
3.3

Aerosol microphysics

The aerosol dynamics processes included in the Ion-UHMA will be described next
with the emphasis on the way in which they are incorporated in the model. The
principles of the processes can be seen in Figure 1 and the processes were discussed in
more detail in Sections 2–2.3.4.
3.3.1

Gas-to-particle conversion

The Ion-UHMA model does not aim to simulate the actual nucleation process. Instead,
our approach is to take as model inputs the formation rates of neutral and charged
particles at sizes (around 1.5–2 nm) where these particles are ready to grow by vapour
condensation. By this way, simulated particles can be thought to be nucleated
thermodynamically or kinetically via neutral or ion-induced pathways, and the particle
growth may either follow directly the nucleation or the clustering process or start from
the “activation” of neutral clusters or small ions (Hoppel et al., 1994; Kulmala et al.,
2006). In the simulations conducted in Papers I, II and IV, the diameters of the
freshly-formed particles were assumed to be 1.5, 2.0 and 1.8 nm, respectively.
3.3.2

Condensation

Condensation of vapour molecules on the particle surfaces is the most important
process behind the observed growth of aerosol particles in the atmosphere.
Conventionally, the flux of molecules onto the particle surface is calculated assuming
that the diffusion coefficient of the particle is negligible compared to that of vapour
molecule and that the size of the vapour molecule is negligible compared to that of the
particle. These assumptions become less valid as the particles get smaller and
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eventually close to molecular sizes. In the Ion-UHMA, the non-continuum effects in
the collision rates are corrected using the formulation by Fuchs and Sutugin (1971),
which is furthermore corrected according to Lehtinen and Kulmala (2003) to take into
account the molecule-like properties of nanometre-sized particles.
The collision frequency of dipole molecules to charged particles is enhanced due to
Coulomb force. In Ion-UHMA, this can be taken into account using the enhancement
factor either according to Lushnikov and Kulmala (2004), ξLK(dp), or according to
Nadykto and Yu (2003), ξNY(dp). The values of these enhancement factors are shown in
Figure 4. Both of these factors depend strongly on the particle diameter, dp, and have
considerable effect only in nanometre-sizes.
The condensing vapours in Ion-UHMA are sulphuric acid and a few organic
compounds that describe the net effect of all organic compounds. Sulphuric acid is
known to have very low saturation vapour pressure and in the model it is assumed to be
non-volatile. The variety of low- or semi-volatile organic vapours in the atmosphere is
huge (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007) and the knowledge of their properties is limited.
For the sake of simplicity, the organic vapours in Ion-UHMA are described by only a
few compounds. The number and properties of these compounds are set by the user
depending on the work at hand. For each compound, the equilibrium vapour pressure
over the particle surface is calculated either by using the Kelvin equation or by using
the nano-Köhler theory (Anttila et al., 2004; Kulmala et al., 2004a). The former takes
into account only the curvature of the particle, while the latter also takes into account
the composition of the particle. Now, when estimating the magnitude of the Kelvin
effect in the case of a multicomponent system, the surface tension, σ, in Eq. (2.7) is
that of the particle and the value of the surface tension depends on the composition of
the particle. However, for the sake of simplicity, a single value (σ = 50 mN m−1) is
used for all particles in the model.
The condensational growth cannot be simulated exactly with a model that uses fixed
sections to describe the particle number size distribution. As an example, when all the
particles in a size section grow by the same rate, they reach the same size after one
time step. Now, the size that the particles have reached is typically none of the fixed
sizes in the model, so the particles are divided into two consecutive size sections
closest to the particle size after the time step. As a consequence, the particle population
that was initially in one section is now divided into two sections. This artificial
broadening of the size distribution is called numerical diffusion (Jacobson, 2005). The
simplest way of reducing the effect of numerical diffusion is to increase the number of
size sections, but this approach increases the computational burden also. The numerical
diffusion not only distorts the shape of the particle number size distribution, but also
results in an underestimation of the condensational growth rate of the particle
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population (Paper I). This underestimation increases with increasing width of the
population, i.e. with increasing diameter range covered by the population.
In Ion-UHMA, the division of the particles into consecutive size sections is done in a
way that conserves the particle number concentration and the total volume
concentration. In Paper I, it was shown that this approach underestimates the average
diameter of the particles. The effective growth rate in this case can be approximated as
(Paper I):

GR eff =

3
GR cond
1 + λ + λ2

(3.1)

where λ is the ratio between the diameters corresponding to consecutive size sections (λ
= dpi/dpi+1). The value of λ approaches unity with increasing number of size sections. As
the effect of numerical diffusion, described above, also decreases with increasing
number of size sections, it is important to consider the number of size sections used
when simulating condensational growth using fixed sectional approach.
3.3.3

Coagulation

Coagulation includes three processes in the model: collisions between particles,
attachment of small ions to particles and recombination of small ions. The coagulation
coefficients are calculated using the flux matching theory according to Fuchs (1964).
In case of one or both of the particles being charged, the coagulation coefficient is
corrected according to Howard et al. (1973) and Mick et al. (1991). This correction
takes into account both Coulomb and Van der Waals forces. The attachment coefficient
between a small ion and a particle is based on the expression of attachment coefficient
by Fuchs (1964) which is corrected according to Hõrrak et al. (1998) to match the
tabulated results of Hoppel and Frick (1990) and experimental data by Reischl et al.
(1996). The ion-ion recombination coefficient of negative and positive small ions in
the model is set equal to 1.6×10−6 cm3 s−1 (Nolan, 1941; Hoppel and Frick, 1990;
Tammet and Kulmala, 2005). The attachment and coagulation coefficients are
illustrated in Figure 2.
3.3.4

Dry deposition

In dry deposition, the particles are removed from the carrier gas by collisions and
attachment to surfaces. In Ion-UHMA, the dry deposition is treated using the semiempirical deposition model according to Rannik et al. (2003). The model is based on
flux measurements that were limited to particles with diameter from 10 to 500 nm. In
the parameterization implemented to Ion-UHMA, the model is extrapolated to sizes
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below 10 nm while accounting for the size dependence of deposition velocity
controlled by the Brownian deposition mechanism.
In theory, the dry deposition of charged particles may be enhanced due to electrical
interactions. The electric field of the atmosphere is strongly enhanced on the tips of the
leaves and needles of the plants, which increases the deposition velocity of the particles
of one polarity while the particles of the other polarity are not deposited due to
repulsion (Tammet et al., 2001). The magnitude of the electric deposition depends on
the strength of the atmospheric electric field. Near the surface of the Earth, the strength
of the electric field is typically in the range of 100–200 V m−1 in fair weather
conditions, but the value may exceed 10 kV m−1 in thunderstorm situations (Israël,
1973). In fair weather conditions, a wind speed < 0.2 m s−1 is needed for the electric
deposition to be as important as the dry deposition due to other processes for particles
in the range of 6–300 nm (Tammet et al., 2001). In thunderstorm situations, the electric
deposition may be important for somewhat higher wind speeds and for all particles
smaller than 1 µm in diameter. The electric deposition is not taken into account in the
Ion-UHMA model, in which charged particles are treated the same way as neutral ones
when calculating the dry deposition.
3.4

Reproducing a nucleation event as observed in the measurements

An observation of freshly-formed particles and their subsequent growth to larger sizes
is called a nucleation event, or shortly just an event (Mäkelä et al., 1997; Dal Maso et
al., 2005). Such events have been observed in almost all of the environments in which
adequate instruments have been measuring aerosol size distributions, with the
Amazonian rainforest being a notable exception (e.g. Martin et al., 2010). The features
of a typical event differ between different sites. The events can be divided into local
and regional ones depending on whether the new particle formation is assumed to take
place over a small restricted area or over a large area, respectively. An example of
local events are the coastal events observed at Mace Head, Ireland, in which the new
particle formation occurs over a narrow band of algae exposed to the sun during a low
tide (O’Dowd et al., 2002). The events observed at the SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä,
southern Finland (Hari and Kulmala, 2005), are typically regional ones (Dal Maso et
al., 2005). Much of our knowledge on atmospheric new particle formation is based on
the analysis of the events observed in various measurements.
In field measurements, the instruments have a fixed location, but the air they measure
changes constantly. This means that a difference observed between two consecutive
values in a measured time series does not necessarily describe a change in that value
within a particle population, but rather a difference in that value between two particle
populations. However, when analysing regional events, the conditions surrounding the
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measurement site are assumed to be homogeneous over large areas. Thus, the air
masses are assumed to spend time in similar conditions over long periods of time and
consequently, the changes observed in a measured time series are assumed to represent
the actual changes that would be observed by following a specific particle population.
This means, for example, that if the average diameter of nucleation mode particles
increases between consecutive observations in a time series, this can be assumed to
represent the actual growth rate of the nucleation mode particles. These kinds of
assumptions cannot be made for the local events (Ehn et al., 2010b).
The Ion-UHMA simulates the time evolution of a particle population as if following
the same air parcel all the time. This is not the same as what is measured at the field
stations, but the two are comparable in situations in which the homogeneity assumption
described above holds. In Paper II, a set of events observed at the SMEAR II station
were reproduced using the Ion-UHMA. The new particle formation rate, particle
diameter growth rates, concentrations of particles with the diameter larger than 20 nm
and concentrations of small ions were taken from measurements and used as input in
the model. The model was able to reproduce the main features of all of the chosen
events and a particularly good correspondence between simulated and measured
evolutions of particle number size distributions was observed for the event measured
during 15 September 2006 (Figure 5). Probably the best indication of the excellence of
this reproduction is the boundary between the simulation and the measurements at 20
nm, at which the two merge almost seamlessly. Another important point is that besides
the evolution of total particle population, the Ion-UHMA was also able to reproduce
the main features of the evolution of the charged particles.
Being able to reproduce the observed new particle formation events has two important
implications. Firstly, the physics the model is based on is sufficiently accurate to
simulate the dynamics of both the neutral and the charged particles, which is the
foundation of most of the work of this thesis. Secondly, it indicates that the dataanalysis methods that have been used to determine the new particle formation rate and
the particle growth rate from the measured size distributions are able to provide
reasonable estimates. This is not only important from data-analysis point of view, but
also demonstrates how the model could be used to test new data-analysis methods.
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Figure 5. An example of evolution of the particle number size distribution as
observed in the field measurements (panels on the right) and a corresponding
reproduction made using the Ion-UHMA (panels on the left). The measured size
distribution of total particles from 20 to 1000 nm and concentrations of small ions
were used as input in the model, as were new particle formation rates and particle
growth rates determined from the measured data. The measurements were
conducted using differential mobility particle sizer (Aalto et al., 2001) for total
particles and air-ion spectrometer (Mirme et al., 2007) for charged particles and
small ions.
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4

Applications: determination of the growth rate and proportion
of ion-induced nucleation from the aerosol charging state

The physical principle governing the distribution of charges as a function of particle
diameter was described in Section 2.1 and the fraction of charged particles in steady
state conditions can be estimated according to those principles (Hoppel and Frick,
1986). The fraction of charged particles in the steady state depends on the size of the
particles and on the specific conditions. However, the actual fraction of charged
particles may deviate from the steady state value, especially in the size ranges in which
the new particle formation is assumed to occur. If even a few percent of the particles
are formed via IIN, the charged fraction will be significantly above the corresponding
value in the steady state. Mainly because of ion-aerosol attachment, the initial charged
fraction approaches the value in the steady state, and the particles grow to larger sizes
simultaneously. Depending on the particle growth rate and the change rate of the
charged fraction, the initial deviation from the steady state may partly exist in the sizes
in which it can be measured with current instruments. Consequently, the observed
behaviour of the charged fraction as a function of particle diameter can be extrapolated
to smaller sizes in order to provide information of the proportion of IIN and of the
particle growth rate (Kerminen et al., 2007; Iida et al., 2008). Two data-analysis
methods, the iteration and the fitting method, and the underlying physics related to this
phenomenon are discussed in detail in the next two sections.
4.1

Definition of the charged fraction and iteration method

The charged fraction, f±, is defined as the ratio of the concentration of charged particles
to the total particle concentration, f± = N±/Ntot. In this thesis, the charged fraction at the
size of the particle formation is referred to as initial charged fraction and it depends on
the proportion of particles formed via IIN. After the formation, the population is
subject to ion-aerosol attachment, self-coagulation and coagulation scavenging, all of
which are processes that may change the charged fraction. Under most conditions, the
most important process changing the charged fraction is the ion-aerosol attachment,
which includes charging of neutral particles and neutralization of charged ones.
Assuming that the particles do not grow, after some time the neutralization and
charging of particles are at balance and the charge fraction does not change any more.
This value is called the equilibrium charged fraction and it depends on the size of the
particles (Figure 6). If the charged fraction is smaller (larger) than the corresponding
value in charge equilibrium, the particle population is said to be undercharged
(overcharged).
As the freshly-formed particles grow to larger sizes, both the charged fraction and the
equilibrium charged fraction change. Eventually, the charged fraction asymptotically
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Figure 6. Left panel: Charged fraction as a function of particle diameter. The solid
lines denote the equilibrium charged fraction and the dashed lines denote charged
fractions starting from 0 or 0.1 at 1.8 nm with the blue and red colours denoting the
negative and positive charged fractions, respectively. The concentrations of
negative and positive small ions are 400 and 600 cm−3, respectively, and the
particle diameter growth rate is 5 nm h−1. Right panel: The behaviour of aerosol
charging state as a function of particle diameter corresponding to the charged
fractions depicted in the left panel. The solid (dashed) lines denote a case in which
the asymmetry in the small ion concentrations has (has not) been taken into
account, when estimating the equilibrium charged fraction.

approaches the value in charge equilibrium as shown in Figure 6. There are two points
of interest in Figure 6: (1) The merging of the two lines that depict the charged
fractions that were initially in over- and undercharged states. (2) The crossing of the
lines that depict the equilibrium charged fraction and the charged fraction initially at
overcharged state. The former denotes the diameter at which the information of the
initial charged fraction has been lost due to changes in the charged fraction. The latter
builds up in the following way: The net effect of the processes changing the charged
fraction drives the charged fraction towards the equilibrium. The rate of this change
depends on the difference of the charged fraction at the given diameter and the
corresponding value at the equilibrium. As the charged fraction drops close to the value
in equilibrium, the change rate of charged fraction approaches zero, which is achieved
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at the point in which the charged fraction reaches the value in equilibrium. However,
the particles continue to grow to larger sizes in which the equilibrium value of the
charged fraction is also larger. Now, the charged fraction does not reach this new
equilibrium value instantaneously and, as a result, the charged fraction ends up in the
undercharged state.
The behaviour of charged fraction as a function of diameter depends on the small ion
and particle concentrations, particle growth rate and initial fraction of charged particles
(Iida et al., 2008; Papers III and IV). Previously, the charged fractions have been
considered in a charge symmetric framework, in which the concentrations of negative
and positive ions and those of negative and positive particles are assumed to be the
same (Iida et al., 2008). Furthermore, the attachment and the recombination
coefficients of negative and positive ions are assumed to be the same and,
consequently, the negative and positive charged fractions are the same. In the work of
this thesis, the charged fractions have been considered in a charge asymmetric
framework, in which the assumptions listed above have not been made (Papers III and
IV). In the asymmetric framework, by neglecting the self-coagulation and the
coagulation scavenging, the behaviour of the charged fraction as a function of diameter
is the following (Paper III):

 df − 

 = GR −1 1 − f − − f + β − N C− − α + f − N C+
 dd 
 p

((

)

)

(4.1)

and

 df + 

 = GR −1 1 − f − − f + β + N C+ − α − f + N C− .
 dd 
 p

((

)

)

(4.2)

Here βq is the attachment coefficient of a small ion with charge q to a neutral particle,
αq is the recombination coefficient of a small ion to oppositely-charged particle and GR
is the condensational growth rate, which is assumed to be the same for neutral and
charged particles. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) have to be solved simultaneously, since the
behaviour of the negative charged fraction depends on the positive charged fraction
and vice versa. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) are simple to solve numerically for given
values of the growth rate and the initial charged fractions, if the growth rate is assumed
to be independent of the particle size.
Let us assume that we have measured or simulated data points of the charged fraction
as a function of diameter. By iteratively changing the values of the growth rate and the
initial charged fractions when solving Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), we can search for the best
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correspondence between the data points and the calculated values. As a result,
estimates on the particle growth rate and the initial charged fractions are obtained. In
this thesis, this method is denoted as the iteration method.
The iteration method in charge asymmetric framework was used to determine the
growth rate from the charging states measured with Ion-DMPS instrument (Laakso et
al., 2007a, and also Iida et al., 2006) at Helsinki, Finland, between December 2008 and
February 2010 (Paper III). The growth rates determined with the method were much
more consistent, when the asymmetric framework was used instead of the symmetric
one. However, the growth rates from the iteration method were systematically higher
than corresponding growth rates obtained using methods based on the evolution of the
particle number size distribution.
The iteration method was also tested on a set of simulations in order to test how well
the method was able to determine the growth rate and initial charged fraction, which
were known for the simulations (Paper IV). It was found, that even rather small
asymmetry in the small ion concentrations should be taken into account when using the
iteration method (Papers III and IV). Also, the iteration method was found to be able
to provide trustworthy estimates of the growth rate and initial charged fraction only if
the growth rate was at least ~3 nm h−1, provided that the charged particles did not grow
much more rapidly than the neutral ones (Paper IV). For growth rates smaller than
this, the initial charged fraction cannot be determined because of the loss of
information as explained earlier in this section. The determination of small growth
rates using the iteration method is difficult because in those situations the charged
fractions approach the equilibrium value rapidly and follow the equilibrium closely.
The growth rate is essentially determined from the divergence between the charged
fraction and the equilibrium charged fraction, but in the case of small growth rates, the
divergence is often caused by processes not taken into account in the method, which
causes misinterpretation of the growth rate. Furthermore, it was found that the particle
concentrations can easily be so high in atmospheric conditions that the coagulation
processes, especially intramodal recombination, need to be taken into account when
applying the method.
4.2

Definition of the aerosol charging state and fitting method

The aerosol charging state, S, is defined as a ratio of the charged fraction to the
equilibrium charged fraction (Kerminen et al., 2007)

(d ) = f (d ) .
f (d )
±

S

±

p

p

±
eq

(4.3)

p
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Now, a particle population is under- or overcharged, if the charging state is below or
above unity, respectively. Similarly to the charged fraction discussed in Section 4.1,
the charging state approaches unity and at some point the information of the initial
charging state is lost (Figure 6). Also, the charged fraction crossing the equilibrium
value is the same as charging state dropping below unity, which was first observed in
measurements (Laakso et al., 2007a) and then explained via theoretical analysis
(Kerminen et al., 2007). In Paper II, the same phenomenon was reproduced in an
aerosol dynamics simulation.
In their analysis, Kerminen et al. (2007) derived an analytical function that describes
the behaviour of charging state as a function of diameter by making several simplifying
assumptions. In the charge symmetric framework, the charging state is given by

S (d p ) = 1 −

(

)

1
S − 1 Kd 0 + 1
+ 0
exp(− K (d p − d 0 ))
Kd p
Kd p

(4.4)

where

K=

αN C
GR

.

(4.5)

Here NC, α and GR are the small ion concentration (assumed to be the same for
negative and positive ions), the recombination coefficient and the growth rate,
respectively. The growth rate is assumed to be independent of the size or charge of the
particles, α is assumed to be constant and S0 is the value of the charging state at the size
d0. Furthermore, the equilibrium charged fraction is assumed to be given by

f eq (d p ) ≈

β (d p )
β (d p )
≈
.
α + 2β (d p )
α

(4.6)

In previous studies, the initial charging state, S0, has been determined from the
measured values of charging state by fitting Eq. (4.4) to the measured values of the
charging state by using S0 and K as the fitting parameters (Laakso et al., 2007a, b;
Gagné et al., 2008, 2010). The initial charged fraction is then calculated according to
Eq. (4.3) with the assumption that feq can be estimated according to Wiedensohler
(1988). In this thesis, this procedure is denoted as the fitting method.
In the work of this thesis, the theoretical analysis by Kerminen et al. (2007) was
revised without assuming that the negative and positive small ion concentrations as
well as concentrations of negative and positive particles are the same (Paper III). In
that case, the charging state as a function of diameter can be written as
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Here, it should be noted that the parameter K± depends on the concentration of
oppositely-charged small ions. Also, the equilibrium charged fraction is now assumed
to be given by
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±
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In Paper III, we analysed the initial charging states from measured data using the
fitting method with both symmetric and asymmetric small ion concentrations. The
obtained values of initial charging state were quite similar regardless of the symmetric
or asymmetric framework, but the values of K from different polarities were much
closer to each other, when the asymmetric values were used. According to Eq. (4.8),
the value of K for different polarities should be different only because of the difference
in negative and positive small ion concentrations, which is by far too small to explain
the difference observed in the values of K obtained using the fitting method. As a
consequence, the fitting method captured the dynamics of the measured conditions
much better when the asymmetric small ion concentrations were used instead of the
symmetric ones.
The fitting method was also tested on a set of simulations in order to test how well the
method was able to determine the growth rate and initial charged fraction, which were
known for the simulations (Paper IV). As with the iteration method discussed in
Section 4.1, the growth rate of at least ~3 nm h−1 was needed for the fitting method to
provide reasonable estimates on the initial charged fraction and growth rate. The
reason for this was, again, the loss of information before the particles reached the
diameter range from which the analysed data were taken. Oppositely to the iteration
method, however, the fitting method took into account the processes dominating the
changes in the charged fraction in vast majority of the simulations. This is because the
iteration method only took into account the ion-aerosol attachment, while the fitting
method took into account also the intramodal recombination. As a drawback though,
various processes can easily be added to the iteration method, whereas the fitting
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method is not that flexible. In the case of the iteration method, the addition of new
processes can be achieved by adding new terms into Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), which makes
the solving of the differential equations more laborious, but not much more difficult.
On the other hand, in the case of the fitting method, any additional terms due to added
processes would probably make it impossible to obtain an analytical solution like the
one given in Eq. (4.7).
4.3

Implications to analysis of measurement data

Ion-DMPS is an instrument that has been designed to measure the aerosol charging
state (Laakso et al., 2007a and also Mäkelä et al., 2001; Iida et al., 2006). The principle
idea of the Ion-DMPS is the following: First, an air sample goes through a neutraliser
that can be set to either push the sample to the equilibrium charging state or to not
affect it at all. Then, the particles carrying a charge are size-segregated according to
their mobility after which the amount of particles in each size section is counted. Thus,
the instrument has four modes of operation as it measures either negative or positive
particles that are either at the charge equilibrium or at the ambient charged fraction.
The charging state is then obtained as the ratio of the amount of ambient charged
particles to the corresponding value at charge equilibrium.
The equilibrium charged fraction in a neutraliser depends on the mass and mobility of
the ions in the neutraliser and thus the equilibrium charged fraction in the neutraliser
may differ between different ambient conditions (Reischl et al., 1996). For the sake of
simplicity, the equilibrium charged fraction is typically estimated using the
experimental parameterization according to Wiedensohler (1988) which has been
observed to correspond well with experimental data even in sizes down to a few
nanometres (Reischl et al., 1996). However, the concentrations of negative and positive
small ions are relatively close to each other in the neutralizer, which is typically not the
case in the ambient air (Hirsikko et al., 2011). In other words, the charging state
measured with the Ion-DMPS may not actually represent the ambient charging state. In
the previous section it was shown that the equilibrium charged fraction depends on the
small ion concentrations according to Eq. (4.9). Now, the asymmetry in the small ion
concentrations can be taken into account by scaling the charging state measured with
the Ion-DMPS, SIon-DMPS±, using the small ion concentrations (Paper III):
±
±
S ambient
= S Ion
− DMPS

N Cm
,
N C±

(4.10)

where Sambient± is the charging state in the ambient air. The fitting method described in
Section 4.2 should then be used on the values of Sambient± in order to obtain S0± and K±
that represent the ambient conditions (Paper III).
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The procedure above takes into account only the effect of asymmetric small ion
concentrations on the equilibrium charged fraction. However, also the mobilities of
small ions and coagulation processes affect the equilibrium charged fraction. In
principle, Sambient± is then given by
±
±
Sambient
= SIon
− DMPS

±
f Ion
− DMPS
,
±
f ambient

(4.11)

where fIon-DMPS± and fambient± are the equilibrium values of the charging state in the
neutralizer of Ion-DMPS and in the ambient air, respectively. The value of fIon-DMPS±
can be estimated according to Wiedensohler (1988) while the value of fambient± should
be estimated according to the specific ambient conditions. To achieve the latter, we
first estimate the change rate of the charged fraction according to various processes
(Paper IV):

 df ± 
 df ± 
 df ± 
df ±  df ± 
 + 
 + 
 + 

= 
dt  dt  IA  dt  REC  dt SC  dt CS

(4.12)

where subscript IA, REC, SC and CS refer to ion-aerosol attachment, intramodal
recombination, self-coagulation excluding the intramodal recombination and
coagulation scavenging. By approximating the nucleation mode using a monodisperse
distribution, the different terms in Eq. (4.12) can be written as (Paper IV):
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where Ntot is the total concentration of nucleation mode particles. Now, we could
combine Eqs. (4.12)–(4.16) and set df±/dt = 0, since the total change rate is zero in the
charge equilibrium. By doing this, we would obtained two equations, one for each
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polarity, that would depend only on the negative and positive equilibrium charged
fractions, total concentration of nucleation mode particles and the values of coagulation
sink for negative, positive and neutral particles. The values of fambient± would then be
obtained by solving those equations, provided that Ntot, CoagS−, CoagS+ and CoagS0
could be obtained from the measurements.
The value of the charged fraction in the ambient charge equilibrium depends on the
particle diameter due to numerous reasons. In the simplest approximation, given in Eq.
(4.6), the diameter dependence of the equilibrium charged fraction comes only from
the diameter dependence of the attachment coefficient, since the recombination
coefficient was assumed to be constant. However, the recombination coefficient is not
constant (Figure 2) and a more detailed consideration of the recombination coefficient
could affect the equilibrium charged fraction significantly, even when processes other
than ion-aerosol attachment are neglected. The more detailed approximation, given in
Eqs. (4.12)–(4.16), indicates that the coagulation processes, which occur on a diameter
dependent rate, could also affect the equilibrium charged fraction. In the sizes close to
the particle formation, dp ≤ 2 nm, the exact values of these coefficients become very
difficult to determine and measurements verifying these values are limited.
Furthermore, in the analysis discussed above, it has been assumed that the small ions
and particles are two separate groups and that the recombination products are stable.
However, in sizes below 2 nm, either or both of these two assumptions may not hold.
In the work of this thesis, the iteration method took into account only the changes in
the charged fraction by ion-aerosol attachment, while the fitting method took into
account also the intramodal recombination. By using Eqs. (4.13)–(4.16), it can be
estimated whether these are the dominating processes or not. The fraction of the total
change rate of the charged fraction taken into account in the iteration and the fitting
methods, Fiter± and Ffit±, respectively, are given by (Paper IV):
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Here the absolute values are used to limit the value of F± from zero to unity with a
value close to unity meaning that the method takes into account the dominating
processes. It is recommended to check the values of F± for the specific conditions
before applying the iteration and/or the fitting method to measured data.
Now, the value of F± depends on the particle diameter. While it could be worthwhile to
check the value of F± as a function of diameter separately for each case, it can be
laborious when a large data set needs to be analysed. The procedure can be automated
by checking that a representative value of F± for each case is below a predefined
threshold value, 0.8 for example. One way of obtaining the representative value is to
calculate the weighted average value of F± over a predefined diameter range using the
total change rate of charged fraction as the weighting factor. In this case, the
representative values, Fiter± and Ffit±, can be written as (Paper IV)
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where the chosen diameter range is covered by the diameters from dpn to dpm in the
diameter grid of the measurements. Using unweighted average of F±(dp) is not
recommended, since that value could be biased by the values of F±(dp) observed at the
diameters in which the total change rate is very small.
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4.4

Ion-induced nucleation, initial charged fraction and apparent
formation rates of neutral and charged particles

In the beginning of Section 4, it was stated that the initial fraction of charged particles
depends on the fraction of particles formed carrying a charge, i.e. via ion-induced
nucleation, IIN. However, the initial charged fraction is based on the concentrations of
the neutral and charged particles over a diameter range that includes the size at which
the particle formation is assumed to occur. The concentrations depend on sources of
the particles into that diameter range and on the removal of particles out of that range.
The sources into the diameter range are the particle formation and coagulation during
which the diameter of the resulting particle is within this diameter range. The removal
of particles out of the diameter range constitutes of the coagulation sink (both
intramodal and scavenging by larger particles) and the growth of particles to sizes
larger than the upper boundary of the diameter range.
The coagulation coefficient between two particles depends on the charges of those
particles with the following order from smallest to highest: two similarly-charged
particles, two neutral particles, a neutral and a charged particle and two oppositelycharged particles (Figure 2). In Paper IV, it was shown that the higher removal rate of
charged vis-à-vis neutral particles by coagulation processes could lead to an
underestimation of up to a factor of 2, when the fraction of IIN is estimated directly
from the initial charged fraction. Furthermore, when the charged particles grow more
rapidly than the neutral ones, the removal of charged particles due to growth over the
upper boundary of the diameter range is higher than that of the neutral ones. In that
case, the fraction of IIN is further underestimated. The magnitude of underestimation
depends on the value of the enhancement factor, ξ, which in turn depends on the
particle size (Nadykto and Yu, 2003; Lushnikov and Kulmala, 2004) as shown in
Figure 4. In the conditions in which the coagulation processes are negligible, the
relation between the fraction of IIN and the initial charged fraction can be written as
(Paper IV):

IIN ± =

J d±
GR ±d nd±
ξnd±
=
=
,
J dtot GR 0d nd0 + GR ±d nd− + GR ±d nd+ nd0 + ξ nd− + nd+

(

)

(4.21)

where Jdtot, Jd±, GRdq and ndq are the apparent total formation rate of particles, apparent
formation rate of charged particles, particle diameter growth rate and particle number
size distribution, n = dN/ddp. Here d denotes the diameter in which the particle
formation is assumed to occur and q denotes the charge of the particle.
An alternative way of estimating the proportion of IIN is to estimate the apparent
formation rates of total and charged particles in the size in which the particles are
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assumed to be formed (Kulmala et al., 2007). The apparent formation rate of particles
at 1.8 nm size, J1.8tot, can be written for total (neutral plus charged) particles as
(Kulmala et al., 2007)

J1tot.8 =

1.8 − 3
dN tot
p
1.8 − 3
1.8 − 3
+ CoagS1.8 −3 × N tot
+
GR 3 N tot
dt
1.2 nm

(4.22)

and for charged particles as

J1±.8 =

dN ±1.8−3
p
GR 3 N ±1.8−3
+ CoagS1.8−3 × N ±1.8−3 +
1.2 nm
dt
.
m

+α N

1.8−3
±

N

<3
m

±

−β N

1.8−3
0

N

(4.23)

<1.8
±

Here Ntot1.8–3, Nq1.8–3 and N±<d are the total concentration of 1.8–3 nm particles,
concentrations of 1.8–3 nm particles with q charges and concentrations of charged
particles with diameter smaller than d given in nm, respectively, and CoagS1.8–3 is the
average coagulation sink of 1.8–3 nm particles. The factor p represents the proportion
of the 1.8–3 nm particles that are activated for growth and the value of p is typically
assumed to be unity (Kulmala et al., 2007). Assuming that the particles are formed
with diameter of 1.8 nm, the proportion of IIN can be estimated as (J1.8− + J1.8+)/J1.8 tot.
The advantage of this method over estimating the proportion of IIN from the initial
charged fractions is that this method takes into account the difference in the
coagulation losses of neutral and charged particles. Nevertheless, it does not take into
account the difference in the growth rates of neutral and charged particles and,
furthermore, the growth rate is assumed to be constant over the diameter range from
1.8 to 3 nm. Also, the particle growth rate has to be determined with a separate method,
which introduces yet another source of uncertainty.
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5

Review of the papers and author’s contribution

I am solely responsible for writing the introductory part of this thesis.
Paper I investigates the role of particle charges in the growth of freshly-formed
particle population. Simple analytical formulae for estimating the growth rate due to
self-coagulation and the apparent growth due to scavenging by larger pre-existing
particles are provided. The growth rates due to different processes are analyzed from
simulations conducted using the Ion-UHMA model. A few numerical issues related to
simulating the condensational growth using a sectional model are examined. Charged
particles are found to increase the growth rate due to both self-coagulation and
coagulation scavenging by a factor of 1.5 to 2. It is shown that the higher
condensational growth rate of charged particles compared to that of the neutral ones
could considerably increase the growth rate of the particle population in sizes < ~5 nm.
I am responsible for conducting the simulations, developing the new data-analysis
methods, analyzing the simulated data and writing most of the paper.
Paper II introduces the new aerosol dynamics model, Ion-UHMA, which simulates the
dynamics of both the neutral and charged particles. The model is shown to be capable
of reproducing the measured time evolution of a particle number size distribution
during a new particle formation event. Several possible future applications of the IonUHMA are presented. I am responsible for developing parts of the model, testing the
model, conducting the simulations, analysing the simulated data and writing most of
the paper.
Paper III investigates the proportion of IIN in urban conditions at Helsinki, Finland.
The concentrations of negative and positive small ions are found to be different leading
to introduction of a charge asymmetric framework. The data-analysis methods used to
determine the growth rate and proportion of IIN from aerosol charging state are
adapted to the charge asymmetric framework. The fraction of IIN, in the measured
conditions, is found to be small (< 2 %). I am responsible for deriving the equations
describing the behaviour of aerosol charging state in the charge asymmetric
framework, analysing the particle growth rates from the measured charged fractions
and writing parts of the paper.
Paper IV studies the situations in which the growth rate and proportion of IIN can be
determined from the aerosol charging state using the data-analysis methods applied in
Paper III. A set of simulations covering a wide range of atmospheric conditions is
conducted using Ion-UHMA model. The methods are used on the simulated data and
the results are compared to the values obtained directly from the model. The methods
are found to be able to provide reasonable estimates when the particle growth rate is
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above ~3 nm h-1 and, if the condensational growth rate of charged particles is of the
same order of magnitude as that of the neutral ones. It is shown that the measurements
close to the formation size of the particles are important when determining the
proportion of IIN. A simple procedure for assessing the suitability of the data-analysis
methods for particular measurement conditions is also provided. I am responsible for
conducting the simulations, analysing the simulated data, deriving the assessment
procedure and writing the paper.
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6

Conclusions

The main focus of this thesis has been on getting better understanding on and new
scientific insight into the dynamics of neutral and, especially, charged nucleation mode
particles. A new model, Ion-UHMA, which simulates the dynamics of neutral and
charged aerosol particles, has been developed for this purpose (Paper II). The model
has been shown to be capable of reproducing the time evolution of the neutral and
charged particle number size distributions during a new particle formation event as
observed in the field measurements (Paper II). The Ion-UHMA has been used to
provide data for testing previously used and newly developed data-analysis methods
(Paper I and IV).
The charges of the aerosol particles were found to affect the growth rate of a nucleation
mode in various ways. The average growth rate of the freshly formed particles could be
significantly increased due to enhanced condensation onto charged particles (Paper I).
The magnitude of this effect, however, is very dependent on the proportion of particles
formed via IIN and on the concentration of small ions. Nevertheless, the increase in
average growth rate could also have a significant effect on the concentration of
particles reaching larger sizes, as the smallest particles are most vulnerable to removal
due to coagulation scavenging.
The charged particles were found to increase the growth rate of the nucleation mode
due to self-coagulation by up to a factor of 2 (Paper I). However, under most
atmospheric conditions, the growth due to self-coagulation is so small compared to the
growth due to condensation that neglecting the effect of charged particles on selfcoagulation makes little difference on the total growth rate. The apparent growth due to
coagulation scavenging was also found to increase when charged particles are taken
into account (Paper I). The magnitude of the growth due to coagulation scavenging is
very case dependent, but could be significant in sizes below ~10 nm in diameter. In the
case of growth due to coagulation scavenging being significant, also the effect of
charged particles, a factor of ~1.7 on average, is considerable.
The negative and positive small ion concentrations were observed to be different in the
measurements conducted at Helsinki, Finland (Paper III). It was found out that even a
rather small asymmetry in the small ion concentrations has a significant effect on the
behaviour of aerosol charging state and fraction of charged particles as a function of
diameter. This effect is most pronounced in the case of the charging state, which does
not approach unity, if the asymmetry exists but is not taken into account (Paper III).
In the work of this thesis, previous methods that have been used to analyse measured
charging states and charged fractions were adapted to take into account the asymmetry
in small ion concentrations (Paper III).
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When testing the aforementioned methods on simulated data, it was found that the
methods were able to give much more reliable estimates on the particle growth rate and
proportion of IIN, if the asymmetry in small ion concentrations was taken into account
(Paper IV). However, there are two issues limiting the applicability of these methods:
1) The particle growth rate has to be sufficiently high. When the growth rate is
small, the information of the initial charged fraction may be lost before the
particles reach measurable sizes. The value of the growth rate that is needed for
the methods to give reliable estimates of IIN is ambiguous, as it depends on the
concentrations of small ions and the size range of the measurements. Under the
conditions used in the simulations in Paper IV, the methods were found to give
unreliable estimates when the growth rate was smaller than ~3 nm h−1.
2) The methods should take into account the processes that cause the changes in the
charged fraction. In the work of this thesis, the fitting method took into account
the ion-aerosol attachment and intramodal recombination, whereas the iteration
method only took into account the ion-aerosol attachment. In atmospheric
conditions, the ion-aerosol attachment is typically the dominating process, while
the effect of coagulation processes increase with increasing particle number
concentration. The nucleation mode concentrations can easily be high enough for
the intramodal recombination to have a significant effect on the charged fraction.
Both of these issues should be considered separately for each case before applying the
methods on measured data.
This thesis describes the dynamics of neutral and charged particles with a main focus
on analysing new particle formation events. Two major questions yet unanswered in
this regard are the proportion of particles formed via IIN and to what extent does the
particle diameter growth rate depend on the size and charge of the particle. However,
recent developments in measurement instrumentation and theoretical approaches
suggest that these questions could be answered in the near future.
As a direct continuation of the work of this thesis, many currently used data-analysis
methods could be tested on the simulated data using a similar approach to the one used
in Paper IV. Methods suitable for this kind of study are, for example, the method used
to determine the proportion of IIN from the apparent formation rates of neutral and
charged particles and the methods used to determine the diameter growth rate from the
evolution of particle number size distribution. The study on the methods used to
determine the growth rate would also provide information on how well the growth rate
determined from the population of charged particles describes the growth rate of the
total particle population.
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Nomenclature

Of attachment and recombination
The definitions related to the attachment and recombination processes that are used in
this thesis are the following. Ion-aerosol attachment refers to the attachment of small
ions to neutral or oppositely-charged particles with the attachment to similarly-charged
particles omitted. Ion-ion recombination refers to recombination of oppositely-charged
small ions. Intramodal recombination refers to coagulation between oppositely-charged
nucleation mode particles. Attachment coefficient refers to collision efficiency in the
attachment of small ions to neutral particles and recombination coefficient refers to
collision efficiency in the attachment of small ions to oppositely-charged particle,
whereas ion-ion recombination coefficient refers to collision efficiency in
recombination between two oppositely-charged small ions.

Terminology
Asymmetric small ion concentrations: concentrations of negative and positive small
ions may have different values
Charge asymmetric framework: Concentrations of negative and positive small ions,
as well as concentrations of negative and positive particles, are allowed have different
values. Also, the attachment and recombination coefficients of negative and positive
small ions are allowed to have different values.
Charge equilibrium: a state in which the neutralization of charged particles and
charging of neutral particles are at balance in a given particle size
Charge symmetric framework: Concentrations of negative and positive small ions, as
well as concentrations of negative and positive particles, are assumed to be the same.
Also, the attachment and recombination coefficients of negative and positive small ions
are assumed to be the same.
Charged fraction: the ratio of the concentration of charged particles to total particle
concentration at a given particle size
Charging state: the ratio of the charged fraction to the charged fraction in charge
equilibrium at a given particle size
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Equilibrium charged fraction: the fraction of charged to total particles in the charge
equilibrium at a given particle size
Initial charged fraction: the value of charged fraction at the size where the particle
formation occurs
Initial charging state: the value of charging state at the size where the particle
formation occurs
Small ion: a large molecule or a molecular cluster carrying a positive or a negative
electric charge and with a diameter smaller than that of the freshly-formed particles
Symmetric small ion concentrations: concentrations of negative and positive small
ions are assumed to be the same

Symbols
The symbols used in the introductory part of this thesis are listed here. Some of the
notations are slightly different in the research articles of this thesis and may also vary
between different articles. The summation indices are not included in the list, but they
are explicitly written in the corresponding equations. The symbols used only in the
legends of the figures are not listed here. Using a single symbol for multiple purposes
has been avoided, except in the following two cases: (1) J denotes molar flux onto
particle surface in condensation and apparent formation rate of particles when
discussing the proportion of ion-induced nucleation and (2) k without indices denotes
Boltzmann constant while k with indices denotes coagulation coefficient.
aSA

polarizability of sulphuric acid

cs

saturation concentration of the condensing vapour at the particle surface

cs 0

saturation concentration of the condensing vapour over a flat surface

c∞

concentration of the condensing vapour far away from the particle

CoagSi

coagulation sink of particles in size section i

CoagSq

coagulation sink of particles with charge q

CoagSqi

coagulation sink of particles with charge q in size section i

CoagS1.8–3 coagulation sink of particles in the diameter range of 1.8–3 nm
CoagS†

count mean value of the coagulation sink
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CoagS‡

count mean value of the coagulation sink averaged over three charge classes

dp

particle diameter

d pi

diameter of particles in size section i

d p†

count mean diameter

dp‡

count mean diameter averaged over three charge classes

dSA

diameter of a sulphuric acid molecule

dv

diameter of a vapour molecule

d0

diameter in which the particles are assumed to be formed

Dp

diffusivity of a particle in the air

Dv

diffusivity of a vapour molecule in the air

e

elementary charge

E

auxiliary variable defined in Eq. (2.17)

fambient±

equilibrium charged fraction in the ambient conditions

feq

charged fraction in the charge equilibrium when the charged fractions of
negative and positive particles are assumed to be the same

feq±

charged fraction in the charge equilibrium

fIon-DMPS± equilibrium charged fraction in the neutralizer
f±

charged fraction

Ffit±

fraction of the change rate of the charged fraction that is taken into account
in the fitting method

Fiter±

fraction of the change rate of the charged fraction that is taken into account
in the iteration method

F±

fraction of the change rate of the charged fraction that is taken into account
in a data-analysis method

GR

particle diameter growth rate

GRcond

particle diameter growth rate due to condensation

GRcond,c

growth rate due to condensation in the continuum regime
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GRcond,k1 growth rate due to condensation when assuming that the size of the
molecule is negligible compared to that of the particle and that the thermal
speed of the particle is negligible compared to that of the molecule
GRcond,k2 growth rate due to condensation when the size of the molecule and the
thermal speed of the particle are taken into account
GRd

growth rate of particles with diameter d given in nm

GRdq

growth rate of particles with diameter d given in nm and charge q

GReff

effective growth rate due to condensation when numerical errors have been
taken into account

GRscav

growth rate of the count mean diameter of a particle population due to
coagulation scavenging

GRscoag

growth rate of the diameter that represents a particle population due to selfcoagulation

IIN±

proportion of ion-induced nucleation

Jc

molar flux onto a particle surface in the continuum regime

J dq

apparent formation rate of particles with charge q and diameter d (in nm)

Jdtot

apparent total formation rate of particles with diameter d given in nm

Jk1

molar flux onto a particle surface in the kinetic regime when assuming that
the size of the molecule is negligible compared to that of the particle and
that the thermal speed of the particle is negligible compared to that of the
molecule

Jk2

molar flux onto a particle surface in the kinetic regime when the size of the
molecule and the thermal speed of the particle are taken into account

Jt

molar flux onto a particle surface in the transition regime

k

Boltzmann constant

kq1,q2

coagulation coefficient between particles with charges q1 and q2

K

parameter related to the behaviour of the charging state when the
concentrations of negative and positive small ions and the concentrations of
negative and positive particles are assumed to be the same

K±

parameter related to the behaviour of the charging state when the
concentrations of negative and positive small ions and the concentrations of
negative and positive particles are not assumed to be the same
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Kn

Knudsen number

lSA

dipole moment of sulphuric acid

n dq

number size distribution of particles with diameter d (in nm) and charge q

NC

concentration of small ions when the concentrations of negative and positive
small ions are assumed to be the same

NC±

concentration of negative or positive small ions

Nq

concentration of particles with charge q

Nqi

concentration of particles with charge q in size section i

Nq1.8–3

concentration of 1.8–3 nm particles with charge q

Ntot

total particle concentration

Ntoti

total particle concentration in size section i

Ntot1.8–3

total concentration of 1.8–3 nm particles

N±<d

concentration of charged particles with diameter smaller than d given in nm

p

proportion of 1.8–3 nm particles that are activated for growth

q

number of charges in a particle (values “−“ and “+” refer to a single
negative and to a single positive charge, respectively)

Q

ion-pair production rate

r

distance of the charges when describing a polar molecule as a constituent
with opposite charges set apart by a fixed distance

rSA

distance of the charges of a sulphuric acid molecule

R±

net removal rate of small ions via processes other than ion-ion
recombination

S

charging state when the concentrations of the negative and positive small
ions are assumed to be the same

Sambient±

charging state in the ambient conditions

SIon-DMPS± charging state measured with Ion-DMPS
S0

charging state in the size where the particles are assumed to be formed when
the concentrations of negative and positive small ions are assumed to be the
same
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S 0±

charging state in the size where the particles are assumed to be formed

S±

charging state

t

time

T

temperature

Vm

volume of a condensing molecule

Vm,l

volume of a condensing molecule in liquid phase

Vp

volume of a particle

z

auxiliary variable defined in Eq. (2.16)

Z±

mobility of a small ion

α

ion-ion recombination coefficient

α±

recombination coefficient of a small ion to an oppositely-charged particle

β

attachment coefficient of a small ion to a neutral particle when the
coefficient is assumed to be the same for negative and positive small ions

βeff ±

effective ion-aerosol attachment coefficient of a small ion for polydisperse
particle population

β±

attachment coefficient of a small ion to a neutral particle

γ

molecular accommodation coefficient

γm

mass accommodation coefficient

εg

relative permittivity of vapour

εp

relative permittivity of a particle

ε0

vacuum permittivity

η

correction factor that takes into account the continuum effects in the
transition regime

λ

ratio between the diameters corresponding to consecutive size sections

νp

mean thermal speed of a particle

νv

mean thermal speed of a vapour molecule

ξ

growth enhancement factor of the charged particles

ξLK

growth enhancement factor according to Lushnikov and Kulmala (2004)
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ξNY

growth enhancement factor according to Nadykto and Yu (2003)

σ

surface tension of the condensing compound

χ

Fuchs-Sutugin transition regime correction factor

(df±/dt)CS

change rate of the charged fraction due to coagulation scavenging

(df±/dt)IA

change rate of the charged fraction due to ion-aerosol attachment

(df±/dt)REC

change rate of the charged fraction due to recombination of oppositelycharged nucleation mode particles

(df±/dt)SC

change rate of the charged fraction due to self-coagulation within the
nucleation mode excluding intramodal recombination

(df±/dt)TOT

total change rate of the charged fraction

(dp×CoagS)† count mean value of the diameter multiplied by the coagulation sink
(dp×CoagS)‡ count mean value of the diameter multiplied by the coagulation sink
averaged over three charge classes

Acronyms
AEROION

a previous model that simulates dynamics of neutral and charged
particles (Laakso et al., 2002)

CCN

cloud condensation nuclei

GCR

galactic cosmic rays

IIN

ion-induced nucleation

Ion-DMPS

an instrument based on a Differential Mobility Particle Sizer, but
modified to measure the concentrations of charged particles in ambient
conditions and after a neutralizer; the instrument used in this thesis

Ion-UHMA University of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol model for neutral and
charged particles; the model used in this thesis
UHMA

University of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol model (Korhonen et al.,
2004)

SMEAR II

Station for Measuring Forest Ecosystem–Atmosphere Relations; located
at the Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station of the University of Helsinki
(61°51′ N, 24°17′ E, 181 m above sea level)
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